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ABSTRACT 
 
The problem of extending the service life of complex 
radio-electronic products and systems remains relevant in our 
time. Life extension is based on the effective operation of 
maintenance and repair systems. Each of these systems has its 
own strategies with corresponding parameters, and these 
parameters should be different for different products. The 
criteria that determine the parameters of these systems are 
often the criteria for minimizing the unit cost of operation and 
increasing the coefficient of technical utilization. The choice 
of criterion is determined by the nature of the tasks that the 
product (system) solves. Also, the parameters of the reliability 
of the product are significantly influenced by the parameters 
of the reliability of its component parts, as well as the correct 
design decisions. 

 
The article solves the problem of developing an algorithm for 
optimizing the parameters of the maintenance process of a 
radio-electronic product (system) using a maintenance 
strategy based on a condition with a constant monitoring 
frequency. The algorithm was developed for the criterion of 
minimizing the unit operating cost of an object, which is 
determined for a given period of operation, while ensuring a 
given requirement for the level of reliability of the object.  
 
Key words: maintenance, reliability, resource extension, 
maintenance as condition, simulation statistical modeling. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
When designing and developing new products and systems of 
radio-electronic equipment in the terms of reference, in 
addition to technical or tactical and technical characteristics, 
for special-purpose systems, the characteristics of the 
 

 

reliability of the product (system), as well as the cost of 
operation, are indicated. The main indicators of the reliability 
of a product are laid down during its design, and the indicators 
of the reliable operation of such products (systems) are 
ensured by the operation of the maintenance and repair 
(MCR) system. Maintenance (MC) and repairs improve 
reliability and performance, resulting in systematic product 
life extension. In turn, the cost of operation depends both on 
the parameters of maintenance, and on the indicators of 
reliability and maintainability of the product itself. The 
calculation of indicators of reliability and cost of operation 
(determination of MC parameters) must be performed at the 
stage of product design. Thus, there is a problem of 
optimizing the characteristics of the product (system) and the 
parameters of its MC, while maintaining the technical 
characteristics within the established limits [1–4]. 
 
In past, a large number of well-known scientists, including 
Kredentser B.P., BarzilovichE.Yu., Cox D., Smith V., 
Kashtanov V.O., Ushakov I.O., Barlow R., Proshan F., 
Strelnikov V.P., Feduhin A.V and others. Recently, many 
papers in this subject area have also been published. Thus, in 
[5] presents a new variant of the selective maintenance 
problem (SMP) to jointly optimize the maintenance planning 
and resource allocation problems for multiple missions. The 
classical SMP deals with components and maintenance level 
selection with the aim of maximizing the system reliability 
given limited budget and break duration. The resulting SMP 
addresses five joint decisions: selection of components to 
maintain, selection of maintenance levels performed on the 
selected components, identification of breaks where 
maintenance tasks are performed, repairpersons selection, and 
maintenance tasks assignment to selected repairpersons. In 
the [6] present paper, we address these challenges by 
proposing a conceptual model to enable prescriptive 
maintenance in semiconductor manufacturing. Different 
Machine Learning Algorithms are used to predict 
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time-to-failure intervals for unplanned downtimes. 
Furthermore, the concept uses Bayesian Networks to predict 
the root cause of a failure and ultimately leads to 
recommendations, which are integrated into maintenance 
planning routines, in order to increase the system availability 
by initiating specific maintenance measures. In [7] proposes a 
condition-based maintenance (CBM) policy with dynamic 
thresholds and multiple maintenance actions for such a system 
subject to periodic inspection. The hazard rate is described by 
the proportional hazards model with a continuous-state 
covariate process. At each inspection epoch, appropriate 
action is selected from no maintenance, imperfect 
maintenance, and preventive replacement based on two 
dynamic thresholds. Over an inspection interval, the system 
may experience minor failure or catastrophic failure that can 
be addressed by minimal repair and corrective replacement, 
respectively. A modified policy-iteration algorithm is 
developed to solve the optimization problem in the 
semi-Markov decision process (SMDP) framework. The 
effectiveness of the proposed approach is illustrated by a 
practical numerical example. In [8] presents a sequential 
imperfect preventive maintenance model to quantify the 
maintenance efficiency of urban buses. Existing works of 
sequential imperfect preventive maintenance models are all 
formulated based on failure intensity reduction. The proposed 
model in this study defines maintenance efficiency as a 
proportion of the difference between actual and expected 
failure intensity increments. Since the proportion of the 
difference can vary from negative to positive, the proposed 
model can quantify all kinds of maintenance efficiency given 
in the existing works. In [9] proposed a maintenance 
optimization model considering both economic and structural 
dependencies between components. The impact of structural 
dependence on the reliability of components was reviewed 
using a Proportional Hazard Model. The model implemented 
influencing factors such as component features, the system 
structure, and the production context. It supported a more 
accurate reliability assessment. We derived an adaptive 
maintenance strategy that integrated these dependencies and 
developed a cost-based optimization model to determine a 
prudent maintenance plan. We conducted a case study on a 
spindle of a milling machine to prove feasibility and the 
model's ability to reliably assess and optimally maintain 
operations. In [10] developed new approaches to predicting 
software reliability using the "Knowledge Engineering" 
approach. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 
The task of optimizing the parameters of the maintenance 
process as it is with a constant frequency of control over the 
criterion of minimum operating cost ( eminc ) mathematically 
described by the expression (1) 

req
0cmcmc0 ),,( TTUET  ; min),,( cmcmcе  TUEc    (1) 

where: req
0T  - requirement for level of reliability objects; 


mcE , 

mcU and 
cT  - desired optimal values of MC 

parameters with a constant periodicity of control; mcE  - set 

elements that are serviced;  - vector of levels that 

determine the need for maintenance of elements; cT  - 
frequency of control. 
Problem (1) is supposed to be solved as a sequence of partial 
problems in which the set mcE is fixed. At each step, the 

auxiliary set 
mcE is formed by adding to it one element taken 

from mcE , and solves the partial problem of determining the 
optimal parameters that satisfy the condition: 

cmc ,
cmcmce min),,(

TU
TUEc  .                   (2) 

 

The solution   cmcmcmc ,,P TUE  that satisfies condition 

(2) is a conditionally optimal solution obtained provided that 
the set of serviced elements has the composition 

mcE , 

}...,,,{ mc2mc1mcmc
  ii uuuU , where 

1mc2mc1mc ...,,, -iuuu  

are the optimal values of the MS levels found in the previous 

steps of the sequential optimization process, and 
iumc  is the 

conditionally optimal value obtained in the last (i-th step) as a 
result of solving partial problem (2); 

cT  - frequency of 
control, which will satisfy condition (2). 
 

The search for conditionally optimal values 
cmc ,Tu i  is 

carried out in the two-dimensional space ),0[]1,0[  , which 
significantly simplifies the original problem in its general 
formulation (1). Since the form of the objective function ec in 
(2) is unknown, we will apply the method of direct search 
[11-15]. 
 
In many cases, partial problem (2) may not have a solution 
due to the fact that the objective function may not have an 
extremum on parameter 

сT . In addition, due to the fact that 
the objective function ec  is formed as a result of simulation 
statistical modeling, its values are subject to random 
fluctuations, as a result of which the solution of problem (2) is 
often unstable. The block diagram of the algorithm for solving 
problem (1) is shown in figure 1. 
 
The source information for the algorithm is a user-specified 
set of elements mcE  that are subject to or can be serviced, and 
the required value of the average operating time for failure of 
the object req

0T . 
 

mcU
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Figure 1: Algorithm for finding the optimal parameters of the 
maintenance strategy for the state with a constant frequency of 

control 
 

Operator 1 creates empty sets 
iEmc and 

iUmc , and initiates 

the variable i, which is used to count the number of steps 
performed to find a solution (simultaneously, the variable i is 

the number of the element 
iUmc , which is added to the set 


iEmc  last). The set 

iEmc  is used as the current set of 

elements being served (one element from the set mcE will be 

added to it at each step). The set 
iUmc  is used to store the 

found optimal values of the MC 
iumc levels of the elements 

included in the set 
iEmc . 

 
Operator 2 generates the number i of the next step of the 
process of finding the optimal solution. 
 
The operator 3 selects from the set mcE  the i-th element ie  

and adds it to the set 
iEmc . The selection of elements ie  

from the set mcE is carried out in ascending order of their 
average operating time before failure.  
 

Operator 4 plots the functions )( cmc Tu i
  and )( ce Tc  

depending on the periodicity of MC: cT , where )( cmc Tu i
  is 

the optimal value of the MC level for the i-th element, found 
from the condition: 



 
ii Uu

iii TUEcTu
mcmc

min),,(:)( cmcmcecmc ,        (3) 

where: },...,,{ mc1mc1mcmc iii uuuU 


   is a vector in which 





1mc1mc ...,, iuu  are the optimal values of the MC levels of the 

elements 11 ...,, iee  found in the previous steps; iumc  is a 

varied MC level for element ie , the optimal value of which 
must be found in accordance with condition (3). 
Value )( ce Tc  - the specific cost of operation, obtained at the 

optimal value of the level MC )( cmc Tu i
 : 

),,()( cmcmcece TUEcTc ii
  .                   (4) 

The vector 
mcU  in expression (3) differs from 

iUmc  only in 

that in 
mcU  as the i-th component is found the found 

conditionally optimal value )( cmc Tu i
 . 

 
The operator 5 determines the optimal in the current step 
value of the periodicity of control 

cT , which satisfies the 
condition: 

)(min)( cece
c

TcTc
T

  .                             (5) 

 
Operator 6 determines the optimal value of the MC level 


iumc : 

)( cmcmc
  Tuu ii .                            (6) 

Operator 7 stores the calculated value 
iumc  in the database as 

the optimal value for this step. 
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Operator 8 determines the value reached in the current search 
step of the average operating time on the failure of the object 

:0
T )P( )(mcc00

  iTT . 

 
The operator 9 checks the fulfillment of condition req

00 TT  . 
If this condition is met, then the obtained conditionally 

optimal solution 
)(mccP i  is taken as the final solution of the 

problem (operator 11):   )(mccmcc P:P i . The solution process 

is completed in this case. 
 
Otherwise, if req

00 TT  , the operator 10 is executed, which 

checks whether all elements of mcE  were used in finding the 
solution. If all elements have been used, then go to operator 2 
and the search continues. 
If at some step all the elements selected from mcE  are 

exhausted ( mcEi  ), it means that the original problem (1) 

has no solution, ie the specified requirement req
0T can not be 

met only by selecting the optimal maintenance parameters for 
condition. 
 
In order for problem (1) to be solved, it is necessary to: 
increase the failure rate of the elements of the object; expand 
the set of elements mcE ; or reduce the required failure rate of 

the object req
0T . 

 
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
The developed algorithm was applied to the test object Test-1, 
the structure of which is given in [3]. It is assumed that a 
database has already been created for the object and the 
necessary initial data have been entered into it. In the object, 
the set of inhibiting elements оE  includes 15 elements of 
different levels. For example, the set of potentially serviced 
elements mcE  includes 5 of the least reliable elements out of 

оE , the data on which are given in the table 1. The coefficient 
of variation of the operating time to failure of all elements is 
set equal to 8,0i . 
 

Table 1: Characteristics of potentially serviced elements of the 
Test-1 object 

N  Item name 
Mean time to failure 

iTср , hr 
Item cost 

iC0 , c.u. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

132 
12 

11111 
131-1 
131-2 

10000 
14142 
14142 
20000 
20000 

40 
20 
20 
10 
10 

 

Other cost and time characteristics for the Test-1 object are as 
follows: mean time of replacement of the item of the i-th 
element 1 irep hr; mean maintenance duration of the i-th 

element 2.0 im hr; cost of the i-element 100 iC  c.u.; cost 

of replacing the i-th element 1repl iC  c.u.; cost of the 

maintenance operation for the i-th element 1m iC  c.u.; (

mc,1 Ei  ); mean time of maintenance control 5.0mc

hr; mean time of troubleshooting 1trou  hr; administrative 
time for maintenance 1m а  hr. In the absence of MC under 
the following conditions for the object the following values of 
indicators are received: 12110 T  hr; 03001.0e c  c.u./hr. 
The required value of the average operating time for failure is 
equal to 1500req

0 T  hr. 
According to the developed algorithm, the calculations are 
performed in the following sequence: 
1. In the first step in the set 

mcE  include one element 132: 


1mcE ={132}. 

2. The results of testing the algorithm of the 1st step are shown 
in figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: The results of testing the algorithm of the 1st step 

 
According to the graph of function )( ce Tc , we 

determine its minimum value of 024783.0)( ce  Tc c.u. and 

the corresponding optimal value of 1700c T  hr. According 

to graph )( c1mc Tu , we determine the optimal value of 

45.0)( c1mc1mc   Tuu . Thus, as a result of performing 

calculations in the 1st step, we obtain the following 
conditionally optimal solution: 

hrTUE 1700},45,0{},132{,,Р c1mc1mc(1)mcc   . 

 
3. According to graph )( c0 TT  , determine the intermediate 
value of the average operating time to failure 
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1376)Р( mcc00   TT  hr. 

4. Comparing the obtained value of 13760 T  hr. with the 

required value of 1500req
0 T hr, we conclude that the 

specified requirement is not met. Therefore, it is necessary to 
continue the calculations and proceed to the next step. We add 
the following to the set of serviced elements, and adjust the 

obtained conditionally optimal value 45.01mc u  for the first 

element. 
 
The results of the algorithm, if the number of serviced 
elements is equal to five, are given in table 2. 
 
 

 
Table 2: The results of calculations of conditionally optimal parameters MCC 

Step 
number 

i 

Conditionally optimal parameters 
)(mccР i  

Value of indicators at conventionally optimal 
parameters 

)(mccР i  


iEmc  
iumc  

cT , hr 
0T , hr 

ec , c.u./hr   

0 – – – 1213 0,03001 0,126 
1 {132} 0,45 1700 1376 0,02478 0,126 
2 {132, 12} 0,50 2100 1513 0,02205 0,151 
3 {132, 12, 11111} 0,47 1900 1693 0,01946 0,152 
4 {132, 12, 11111, 131-1} 0,60 1900 1846 0,01803 0,157 
5 {132, 12, 11111, 131-1, 131-2} 0,65 2100 2012 0,01665 0,163 

 
Taking into account the fact that the requirement for the 
reliability level 1500req

0 T hr is set for the object Test-1, 
according to the obtained data we determine the following 
optimal maintenance parameters according to criterion 

emin c : hr2100},5,0;45,0{};12,132{РР (2)mccmcc   . 

At the received optimum parameters of MCC 
mccР  the 

following values of indicators will be provided: 
1513)Р( mcc0 T  hr; 02209.0)Р( mcce c  c.u./hr. 

The statistical error of the simulation results at which these 
results are obtained is equal to  = 0.151. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The article solves the problem of developing an algorithm for 
optimizing the parameters of the maintenance process of a 
radio electronic product (system) using a maintenance 
strategy for the state with a constant frequency of control. The 
algorithm is developed for the criterion of minimizing the 
specific cost of operation of the object, which is determined at 
a given period of operation, while ensuring a given 
requirement for the level of failure of the object. The failure 
rate of an object is determined by the set value of the average 
failure time. The developed algorithm is based on the 
application of directed search in the space of maintenance 
parameters. 
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